PROTECT-A-POOL ABOVE GROUND FENCE
FIVE -YEAR WARRANTY
The manufacturer extends this warranty to the original purchaser of the PROTECT-A-POOL® Above Ground Pool Fence. This
warranty covers the PROTECT-A-POOL® Above Ground Pool Fence only. Other equipment such as uprights, toprails, ladders, slides,
etc, are not supplied nor manufactured by GLI. Their warranties should be found in their respective cartons.
2. This above ground resin fence is warranted to be free of manufacturing defects. This warranty is null and void if the design of this product is
altered. The product must be assembled according to the factory direction and no changes made in any of the parts.
3. No incidental, consequential, or other damages will be paid. Failure of the purchaser to allow the dealer and/or manufacturer to inspect the
product claimed defective shall render the warranties made hereunder null and void.
4. UNDER NO CONDITIONS WILL GLI BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE COST OF LABOR OR ANY DAMAGES RESULTING FROM
FAULTY INSTALLATION OR FAULTY PRODUCT.
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Although any warranties implied are limited to the five-year period after the date sold to the original purchaser, some states and/or provinces do
not allow limitations on the length of time of an implied warranty. Therefore, the above may not apply in such states/provinces. Any claimant under
this warranty has specific legal rights and the provisions in the warranty are neither a modification nor subtraction, but rather, an addition to the
statutory warranties and other rights and remedies contained in the applicable state or provincial legislation.
The Manufacturer will not be liable for any incidental or consequential damages resulting from any defects in workmanship or material. Some
states and or provinces do not allow the exclusion or limitation or incidental or consequential damages therefore the foregoing limitation or
exclusion may not apply.
This warranty gives the original consumer purchaser specific legal right. The purchaser also has implied warranty rights. In the event of a problem
with warranty service or performance, you may be able to go to small claims court, a state court or a federal district court.
For warranty, installation and product use information on your PROTECT-A-POOL® Above Ground Pool Fence, please contact GLI Pool
Products.

WARNING!
There is no substitute for competent
adult supervision in the swimming
pool environment!

Lives depend on you!
IF YOU WISH TO MAKE A CLAIM
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-448-2343
PROTECT A POOL ABOVE GROUND FENCE
FIVE-YEAR WARRANTY
Register online at www.glipoolproducts.com or return completed warranty registration card to:
GLI Pool Products
1100 Performance Place, Youngstown OH 44502
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